Home Water Use
Settlers Didn’t Have Showers  QUIZ

CIRCLE CORRECT ANSWER- 2 POINTS EACH

1. Did settlers make their homes near water?
   Yes     No

2. Where does Arizona get much of its water?
   Santa Cruz River     Colorado River

3. More water is used at home in the kitchen or the bathroom?
   Kitchen     Bathroom

4. What uses the least amount of water in an Arizona home?
   Gardening     Laundry

5. On the map below, color where the Colorado River is located.

[Map of Arizona with Colorado River highlighted]

http://www.azgovernor.gov/kids/ColoringBook.asp
Settlers Didn’t Have Showers  Answer Key

CIRCLE CORRECT ANSWER - 2 POINTS EACH

6. Did settlers make their homes near water?
   Yes  No

7. Where does Arizona get much of its water?
   Santa Cruz River  Colorado River

8. More water is used at home in the kitchen or the bathroom?
   Kitchen  Bathroom

9. What uses the least amount of water in an Arizona home?
   Gardening  Laundry

10. On the map below, draw where the Colorado River is located.

Student should color the western border of Arizona.